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Study of properly activated neutral plasma by a method predicted 
in BSM-SG unified theory and its association to the natural lightning 

phenomena 
Stoyan Sarg Sargoytchev

of ion-electron pairs interact with the physical vacuum via the anomalous 
magnetic moment and spin the flipping of the electron. This takes place 
in a short transient process. Investigating the observations from natural 
lightning phenomena it is found that a similar process takes place in them 
and especially in the thunderstorms between clouds and ground. The 
conclusion is that the enormous energy released in the thunderstorm is 
from a similar transient process but in a large volume. [3,4]. Based on 
this conclusion a laboratory experiment was built permitting simulating 
a mini-lightning with a possibility for estimating the input and output 
energy. A study of the effect with noble gases in closed volume leads to 
the conclusion for existence of a process of plasma expansion that is not 
explainable by classical thermodynamics.

ABSTRACT: A method called the Heterodyne Resonance Mechanism 
(HRM)   predicted in BSM-SG unified theory [1] is studied in neutral 
plasma. It permits a deeper understanding of the Rydberg state of the 
atoms, regarded as ion-electron pairs and the Rydberg matter as clusters 
of such pairs. They exhibit specific oscillations that have a detectable 
magnetic field and a measurable spectral signature in the MHz frequency 
range. A properly activated neutral plasma generates a well-defined 
spectral signature of the HRM effect with identified spectral bands and 
high signal to noise ratio. The HRM spectra are completely different from 
the atomic, molecular, and ionic spectra [2]. The analysis based on the 
BSM-SG models leads to the conclusion that the electrons in the clusters 
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